




r. ·Preface

ers, are among those who are often in the news for regrettable develop
ments. If a child dies while in protective care, or a person is badly treated
while in custody, everyone in those agencies experiences the resulting pub-
lic criticism.

One important way in which street-level bureaucrats experience their
work is in their struggle to make it more consistent with their strong com
mitments to public service and the high expectations they have for their 

chosen careers. People often enter public employment with a commitment
to serving the community. Teachers, social workers, public defenders, and
police officers partly seek out these occupations because they offer socially
useful roles. Yet the very nature of tbese occupations can prevent recruits
to street-level bureaucracies from coming even dose to the ideal concep
tion of their jobs. Large classes, huge caseloads, and other challenging
workload pressures combine with the contagious distress of clients who
have few resources and multiple problems to defeat their aspirations as ser-
vice workers.

Ideally and by training, street-level bureaucrats should respond to the in-
dividual needs or characteristics of the people they serve or confront. In
practice, they must deal with clients collectively, because work require
ments prohibit individualized responses. Teachers should respond to the
needs of the individual child; in practice, they must develop techniques to
manage a classroom of children. Police officers should respond to the pre
senting case; in reality, they must develop techniques to recognize and re
spond to various types of confrontations, particularly those that threaten
their authority or may pose danger. At best, street-level bureaucrats invent
modes of mass processing that more or less permit them to deal with the
public fairly, appropriately, and thoughtfully. At worst, they,give in to favor
iti.sm, stereotyping, convenience, and"'ifouti.nizing-all of which serve their 

own or agency purposes.
Compromises in work practices and attitudes are often rationalized as re

flecting workers' greater experience on the job, their appreciation of practi
cal and political realities, or their more realistic assessment of the nature of
the work. But these rationalizations only summarize the prevailing struc
tural constraints on human service bureaucracies. They are not "true" in an
absolute sense. The teacher who psychologically abandons her commitment
to help every child to read may succumb to a private assessment of the sta
tus quo in education. But this compromise says nothing about the potential
of individual children to leam or the capacity of the teacher to instruct. This
potential remains intact. It is the system of schooling, the organization of
the schooling bureaucracy, that teaches that children are developmentally
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"'slow"' or unmotivated, and that teachers must abandon their early commitments to be an excellent teacher to every child. 
In the same way, the criminal justice system allows police recruits to presurne that they can approach with impunity young people hanging out incertain neighborhoods to see whether they are in possession of guns ordrugs, even if they have no evident cause for suspicion other than the coincidence of age, race, and neighborhood. Young police officers learn thatjudges will back them up if the young people claim that the officers plantedevidence or made up their own descriptions of the encounters. Court officers, judges, prosecutors, and public defenders collaborate in the mass processing of a great many new and repeat juvenile offenders each year yet retain the ideal that each may have his or her fair and full "day in court." Some street-leve! bureaucrats drop out or hum out relatively early intheir careers. Those who stay on, to be sure, often grow in the jobs and pe[:_feet treatment and client-;erocessing techn:iques that provide; an acceptable.. bal� between public aspirations...for the work and the coping requirements of the jøb. 'Fhese �2-Justments of-work habits and attitudes may refle_ct lower expectations,.,for themselves, thek clients, and 1he potential ofpublic policy:-Ultimately, these adjustments permit acceptance of the L viewthat clients receive tlie best that can be provided under prevailing circums1:ances. 

Street-leve! bureaucrats aften spend their work lives in these cørrupted worlds of service. Tbey believe themselYes lo be doiog·the best-they-can �un.de.r-.-adverse circumstance"s� and�they de-ve)op technj_ques to salvage service.and decision-making valnes within the limits imposed on thei:n by tJ1estructw:_e of the work. c!hey de�elop �onceptions of t�ir work and of Ul.eirclientnhat nar�qw t�e g�'p between theii:..pers.onal and work limitatio}ls andthe service ideal. These work practices and orientations are maintainedeven as they contribute to the d:istortion of the service ideal or put theworker in the position of manipulating citizeos on behalf of the agenciesfrom which citizens seek help or ell.-pect fair treatment. Should teachers, police officers, or social workers look for other workrather than participate in practices that seem far from ideal? This wouldmean leaving clients to others who have even fewer concerns and less interest in clients than they do. It would mean not only starting over in a newcareer, but also abandoning the satisfactory aspects of the work they havemanaged to carve out. 
Should they stay in their jobs and ded:icate themselves to changing clientprocessing conditions from within their agencies? This approacb is problematic as well, though it is the career path taken by many who leave direct 
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policies provided by government in important-,.respects. I start by summariz
lng the importance of street-level bureaucrats in contemporary political life 
and explain the sense in which these low-level workers may be understood 
'to "make" the policies they are otherwise charged with implementing (part 

I). Then I treat the common features of street-level work and explore the 

implications of these conclusions for client outcomes, organizational con
trol, and worker satisfaction (part II). 

The utility of the street-leve! bureaucracy approach can be tested only in 
efforts to understand whether common features of the framework lead to 
common behavioral outcomes. I explore this general question with refer
ence to street-level tendencies to ration and, restrict services, control clients 
and the work situation, and develop psychological dispositions that reduce 
the dissonance between worker expectations and actual service outcomes 
(part III). In the next section, I�p__rovide an assessment of the effect of fiscal 
crisis on street-level bureaucrat�, and a discussion of:;the potential for re
form and reconstruction o.f.these critical public fanctions (part'lV). 

These latter chapters may be of particular interest to readers of tltis new 
edition for the insight they may provide on developments over the last thirty 
years. On the one hand, the implications that reform movements within the 
professions might play a restorative role today seem more farfetched than 
they did thirty years ago . On the other hand, the choices available to the 
society for managing street-level bureaucracies toward greater responsive
ness and democratic accountability remain reasonably intact. It is also note
worthy that the theme of fiscal crisis, which dominated discussions of cut
backs in public services as a result of tax revolts of the late 1970s, are still 
with us today. These themes are reviewed and account taken of recent de
velopments in public services in the final chapter, which was written espe-
cially for this edition. 
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For more than thirty years I have been privileged to traclc the development 
of street-level bureaucracy as the ideas embodied in this book have rolled 
out, been used and evaluated, and deployed in new ways. They serve some 
simply to designate classes of actors in the policy process. In otber hands 
they have been adopted and the framework modified to guide extensive in
quiries into very specific lines of wo:rk. Researchers have organized their re
search based on the street-level bureaucracy perspective in the study of cus
toms inspectors in Senegal, employrnent counselors in Australia, and labor 

inspectors in the Dominican Republic. It has been extremely gratifying to 
have been able to observe closely this swirl of ideas. 

Of all the comments and critiques I have received during this long pe
riod, two have remained particularly memorable. The first is a set of ac
counts of many current and former public sector workers who have read the 

book, usually on the occasion of having returned to graduate school after a 
few years in the :Seld. They say that in reading the book they recognize 
themselves and their struggles at work. They _report that the book helped 
them feel hetter about the way they adapted to life in the organization. The 
difficulties tbey were baving at work, they now understood, were not neces
sarily attributable to their personal failings, but instead at least in part were 
the result of the structure of their jobs. I particularly appreciate these com
ments because a first step in empowerment of the individual is recognizing 
the systemic basis of one's condition or circumstances. 

As to the second, a few years after the book was published I agreed to be 

interviewed by telephone from my office at MIT by students in North Da
kota who were studying to be social workers. One student thought the book 
was very persuasive hut, she said essentially, "You paint such a grim pic
ture-after reading your book I don't know whether I want to go into the 
field!" I was taken aback, but she was right. Whatever tbe value of the book 
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